We propose an end-to-end speech enhancement method with trainable time-frequency (T-F) transform based on invertible deep neural network (DNN). The resent development of speech enhancement is brought by using DNN. The ordinary DNN-based speech enhancement employs T-F transform, typically the short-time Fourier transform (STFT), and estimates a T-F mask using DNN. On the other hand, some methods have considered end-to-end networks which directly estimate the enhanced signals without T-F transform. While end-to-end methods have shown promising results, they are black boxes and hard to understand. Therefore, some end-to-end methods used a DNN to learn the linear T-F transform which is much easier to understand. However, the learned transform may not have a
INTRODUCTION
Speech enhancement is used to recover the target speech from a noisy observed signal. In the case of a single channel, the standard method is time-frequency (T-F) masking which applies a mask in the T-F domain. The performance of speech enhancement using T-F masking is affected by both T-F mask estimator and T-F transform. The recent advance of T-F mask estimator is brought by DNN-based T-F mask estimation methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . While DNN-based T-F masking is ordinarily applied in short-time Fourier transform (STFT) domain, some methods designed a specific T-F transform for assisting T-F mask estimation and investigated optimal T-F domain for speech enhancement [12, 13] .
Recently, some end-to-end speech enhancement methods which directly handle time-domain signals are proposed [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Among those speech enhancement methods, some methods have proposed DNN which plays the role of T-F transform and its inverse. Since the end-to-end methods can obtain better T-F domain representation by learning from data, these methods outperformed speech enhancement methods performed in STFT domain. This is because they can simultaneously train both T-F mask estimator and T-F transform. However, it is hard to understand the role of each component in the trained DNN. To understand the better T-F domain representation which is learned, the structure studied in signal processing is required.
The DNNs acting as T-F transform and its inverse are treated as analysis and synthesis filterbanks by introducing the structure of filterbank to DNNs. Therefore, the theory of filterbank can be applied time-frequency mask estimator Fig. 1 .
Illustration of the structure of the proposed method. j = 1, . . . , J, Fj, S, Dj, and M are lifting indices, jth DNN block, splitting operator, jth invertible down sampling, and merging operator, respectively. · −1 and · † denote inverse and generalized inverse. The transformed feature without masking Φ can be perfectly transformed back to input x by the backward network.
to DNN. Considering as filterbank, the synthesis part is important for reconstructing the original time-domain signals. The property of reconstructing the original signal is called perfect reconstruction which indicates the invertible transform. The perfect reconstruction property is important, and invertible DNNs have been studied and applied to the generative model of image and speech [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
In this paper, we propose an end-to-end speech enhancement method with a trainable T-F transform based on the invertible network. As invertible DNN playing the role of T-F transform, the iRevNet [25] illustrated in Fig. 1 is used. The i-RevNet has the forward block and the backward block, and each block consists of the inverse function of each other. Since the i-RevNet is always invertible because of the structure, a cost function or learning method to guarantee the invertibility is not required unlike a 1×1 convolutional layer in [24] . In the proposed method, the forward and backward block is used as a nonlinear T-F transform and its inverse transform, respectively. A T-F mask is applied in the T-F domain learned by the i-RevNet for enhancing the speech signals.
PRELIMINARIES

DNN-based speech enhancement
The problem of speech enhancement is to recover a target speech signal s ∈ R T degraded by noise n. 
In DNN-based speech enhancement with T-F masking, the estimated speech signalŝ is given aŝ
where F is T-F transform, M θ is a regression function implemented by DNN, θ is a set of its parameters, Ψ is the input acoustic feature, · † denotes generalized inverse, and denotes element-wise multiplication, respectively. In many methods of DNN-based speech enhancement, STFT is used as the T-F transform F. Since inverse STFT can be designed to reconstruct data from T-F domain perfectly, no information loss happens by the transformation. This perfect reconstruction property is the important ingredient of speech enhancement because the enhanced result must be converted back into the time domain after applying a T-F mask in the T-F domain.
End-to-end speech enhancement
While DNN-based T-F masking in STFT domain performs well for speech enhancement, the end-to-end speech enhancement method has outperformed those T-F-masking-based methods in STFT domain [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Since DNN is applied as a function from time domain signal to time domain signal in the end-to-end method aŝ
it is hard to understand how the DNN D enhances speech in those method. To interpret the end-to-end speech enhancement from the viewpoint of signal processing, some insight from signal processing should be introduced to DNN. Among the end-to-end methods for speech enhancement, some methods used DNN which plays the role of T-F transform. These methods transform a time-domain signal to some T-F domain constructed by DNN. Then, a signal in T-F domain is filtered by a T-F mask estimated by another DNN and transformed back to the time domain by the other DNN acting as the inverse T-F transform. This process of obtaining the enhanced signalŝ can be written aŝ
where P and P † are the DNNs acting as the T-F transform and its inverse transform, α and β represent the sets of parameters of P and P † , and denotes element-wise multiplication. The parameters α and β are learned from data through the training. Namely, the filterbanks P and P † are obtained by training the DNNs. Therefore, it is assumed that the theory of filterbanks can be used for the end-to-end speech enhancement by introducing the property of the filterbank to DNN. In the area of filterbank, a filterbank having the inverse transform is called as the perfect reconstruction filterbank, which is well studied in signal processing. In general, a pair of learned DNNs P and P † for speech enhancement cannot reconstruct the original signal as s = P † β (Pα(s)) without a special treatment. DNNs should be designed as perfect reconstruction filterbanks so that a signal can be transformed back to the time domain.
Invertible deep neural network
Recently, the invertible DNNs, which have their inverse functions, are studied and applied to various tasks including the generative model of image and the speech synthesis [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . In these methods, invertibility of DNN is imposed by the structure of DNN.
The invertible structure can be divided into two types: the structures which may have the inverse and the structures which always have the inverse. One of the former structures is the invertible 1 × 1 convolutional layer [21] . Since the structure of the invertible 1 × 1 convolutional layer is almost the same as the standard 1 × 1 convolutional layer, there is no disadvantage by imposing the invertibility. However, the cost function for training is required to keep invertibility apart from the cost function for solving the task because that structure does not guarantee the invertibility. As the structures which always have inverse, the affine coupling layer [20, 21] is often used in invertible DNN methods. Since the inverse of the affine coupling layer always exists, no cost function is required to keep the invertibility. However, the expressive power might be reduced because one affine coupling layer only transforms a half of signal in channel dimension.
PROPOSED METHOD
As discussed in the previous section, it is desired that the DNN-based T-F transform has the perfect reconstruction property. In this paper, we proposed to use the i-RevNet [25] , which is one of invertible neural network, as T-F transform in DNN-based speech enhancement as in Fig. 1 . The i-RevNet consists of the forward network and the backward network. In the proposed method, the forward network of i-RevNet is used as T-F transform, and the backward network is used as its inverse transform. From invertibility of the i-RevNet, the proposed T-F transform always has the perfect reconstruction property.
i-RevNet as T-F transform
The i-RevNet is one of the invertible neural networks illustrated in Fig. 1 . To introduce DNN while maintaining invertibility, the affine coupling layer which is inspired by the lifting scheme of wavelet transform is repeatedly used in the i-RevNet. Invertibility of the affine coupling layer is preserved no matter what function with any nonlinearity is used for F in Fig. 1 . Thus, the use of i-RevNet as T-F transform enables to obtain the trainable nonlinear T-F transform which has perfect reconstruction property and can be trained by back-propagation. In the proposed method, each DNN block Fj consists of 1D-convalitional layers. Note that, both of forward and backward network of the i-RevNet use common DNN blocks Fj. That is, the parameters of DNNs acting as T-F transform P and its inverse P † are the same. The invertible down sampling Dj in the iRevNet uses reshaping instead of dilating as illustrated in Fig. 2(a) . The splitting operator S divides a time-domain signal into odd and even components and increases the channel dimensionality by con- Fig. 3 . Illustration of DNN used in the experiment. "IN", "2D Conv", "2D Deconv" and "Concat" stand for instance normalization, two dimensional convolution, two dimensiona deconvolution, and concatenation, respectively. The feature extraction layer including log-amplitude and instance normalization are excluded in the proposed method.
catenating 0 as in Fig. 2(b) . The merging operator M only concatenates xJ andxJ in channel dimension, and its inverse separates the feature Φ into xJ andxJ .
Proposed end-to-end speech enhancement method
We propose the end-to-end speech enhancement method using the i-RevNet instead of the ordinary T-F transform. In the proposed method, i-RevNet is used as T-F transform, and a T-F mask is estimated in the T-F domain generated by i-RevNet. The input signal in time domain is transformed to the signal in T-F domain by the forward network of i-RevNet. After multiplication of the input signal and a T-F mask in the T-F domain, the enhanced signal in the time domain is calculated by the backward network of i-RevNet. In the step of estimating the T-F mask, the channel dimension of the output of i-RevNet is treated as the height dimension for applying two dimensional convolution. Our implementation used in the following experiment is openly available on web 1 .
EXPERIMENT
Experimental condition
Dataset
We utilized the VoiceBank-DEMAND dataset constructed by Valentini et al. [26] which is openly available 2 and frequently used in experiments of DNN-based speech enhancement. It consists of train set and test set which contain noisy mixtures and clean speech signals, respectively, i.e., noise and speech signals were already mixed by the authors [26] . The train and test sets consist of 28 and 2 speakers (11 572 and 824 utterances) [27] , respectively, which are contaminated by 10 (DEMAND, speech-shaped noise, and babble) and 5 types of noise (DEMAND) [28] , respectively. All data were downsampled from 48 kHz to 16 kHz.
DNN architecture, loss function and training setup
In the experiment, the architecture illustrated in Fig. 1 was used for the proposed method. The number of lifting J was set to 5 in all experiments in this section.
In the splitting operator, channel dimensionality was increased so that the number of elements of feature Φ was twice of that in the input signal h. DNN block Fj was 1D-convolutional-layer-based CNN summarized in Fig. 4 . The channel dimension of signal was doubled and signal length was halved when the signal went through the DNN block Fj once. Since the number of channels in each iRevNet layer Nj was set to 2 j+1 , the size of the T-F domain signal obtained from the time domain signal x ∈ R T was 128 × (T /64). In order to investigate the effect of introducing nonlinearlity to the T-F transform, the i-RevNet whose DNN block excludes leaky ReLU layer was also used.
In the T-F masking step, the discriminative binary mask and DNN-estimated mask were used. All elements of the mask entries are 0 or 1 shown in Fig. 6 , and there is a no fluctuation in time dimension corresponding to voice activity. Thus, T-F transform is required to discriminate speech and noise and assign them to the corresponding channels. In DNN-based mask estimation, U-Net-like architecture illustrated in Fig. 3 excluding the feature extraction layer was applied as T-F mask estimator.
For the loss function in training, the mean absolute errors of speech and noise measured in the time domain was used:
where · 1 denotes 1 norm.
As the conventional method, DNN-based speech enhancement in STFT domain was considered. STFT with the 512 points (32 ms) Hann window, 256 points time-shifting and 512 points discrete Fourier transform length was used, and the inverse STFT was implemented by its canonical dual [29] to make the STFT as perfect reconstruction filterbank. To estimate real-valued T-F mask, U-Net illustrated in Fig. 3 was used. The log-magnitude spectrogram was used as the input feature: where STFT denotes STFT operator. As an activation function of the output layer, the sigmoid function was used for limiting the values within the range 0 to 1. The loss function used for the proposed method, Eqs. (5) and (6), was also used for the conventional method. DNN in the proposed and conventional methods were trained 300 epochs where each epoch contained 2893 utterances which were randomly selected from the train set, and mini-batch size was 1. As the optimizer for training DNN, Adam [30] whose learning rate was fixed to 0.001 was utilized. The performance of speech enhancement was measured by SI-SDR [31] given by SI-SDR = 10 log 10 γs
where γ = s Tŝ / s 2 2 and · T denotes transpose.
Results
The results for comparison are summarized in Table 1 . "Activation in F " represents the activation function used in the DNN block of the i-RevNet shown in Fig 4. "U-Net" in "T-F mask est." means that the T-F mask was estimated by the U-Net shown in Fig 3, and "Binary" is the discriminative binary mask illustrated in Fig. 6(a) . The method using U-Net as mask estimator and the nonlinear i-RevNet as T-F transform obtained the best score and outperformed the conventional method which uses U-Net as T-F mask estimator in STFT domain. The spectrograms of the speech enhanced by the proposed method which has leaky ReLU and U-Net (second row in Table 1 ) are shown in Fig 5, where some horizontal pattern can be confirmed in the enhanced speech. Since the proposed architecture of T-F transform has the dilation in the splitting operator and DNN block of iRevNet, the time domain signal processed through them may contain specific tendency in the frequency direction. In the case of the discriminative binary mask, speech enhancement was achieved while the T-F mask was fixed and not estimated from the input signal. The learned T-F representation with the discriminative binary mask is shown in Fig. 6 . In Figs. 5 and 6, the In the proposed method (a), T-F mask is fixed, so that T-F transform should learn to discriminate speech and noise and assign them to the corresponding channels.
same speech is used. The feature of the representation is different between upper half and lower half. Since the only lower half of T-F representation is used to restore speech, the lower half is treated as the feature of speech, and the upper half is that of noise. Thus, the proposed T-F transform can learn to discriminate the target speech and noise. The lower half is smoother than the upper one in time dimension. It is expected that T-F transform is learned suitable for representing speech signal, and the representation of noise becomes more complex. Both of two results in Fig. 6 is confirmed to have repetition of a similar pattern. Since the dilated signal is concatenated in channel dimension by invertible down sampling, the similar pattern appears in channel dimension.
When focusing on the presence of the activation function in the DNN block of i-RevNet, the methods with nonlinear activation functions obtained the higher score than the other without nonlinearlity. Therefore, the expressive power of the i-RevNet as T-F transform can be improved by introducing the nonlinear functions. From these results, it is confirmed that the trainable and nonlinear T-F transform for speech enhancement can be designed by the use of the i-RevNet.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, an end-to-end speech enhancement method with trainable T-F transform based on invertible DNN is proposed. By the use of i-RevNet as T-F transform, trainable T-F transform which has perfect reconstruction property is realized. Since i-RevNet is invertible without constraint in training, the proposed T-F transform can be learned by only the cost function for speech enhancement. Future works include analysis of the learned T-F transform to investigate the optimal T-F transform for speech enhancement.
